QBT - Making business travel simple
In business travel, complexity costs. So, we offer less of it.
We adopt the latest technology and make it simple, transparent and highly personal. So you get more of what you
need and less of what you don't.

How, you ask?
We base your travel program around our 5 key solutions and tailor it to your specific business needs, so it’s a
perfect fit!
Wouldn’t it be great to have:






Less steps to get to an agent that knows what you need?
Less passwords and pins to remember?
Less steps to get 3 quotes & book?
Less profiles to maintain?
Less noise in the reports you review?

These are just some of the ways we help to make your life easier. We’re not mind readers – we know what’s
important because we ask on a regular basis. We also know that your travel needs change as your business
evolves and we make sure we listen so that we stay relevant and adjust your travel program accordingly.

We`ve summarised our 5 key solutions on the following pages. But to really find
out what we can do for you, contact us now - you`ll be glad you did!
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Personalised Service
Connecting you with a highly skilled consultant who knows who you are and
what you need
Every time we receive a call our intuitive telephone system simplifies the booking process. It identifies you, the
reason for your call and your company policy requirements. This information is then delivered to a consultant
who is experienced in handling these requirements, before they answer your call.
This service also extends outside normal business hours. This means that even when you’re not dealing with your
regular consulting team, you speak to someone who knows who you are, the reason for your call and any specific
requirements that your company may have, 24/7.

Core Services


Knowledgeable, experienced and professional consultants: Available 24/7/365 at one of our 5 Australian
locations (Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney and Perth)



Intelligent phone system: Identifies you, the reason for your call and your company’s requirements. It then
locates an appropriately skilled consultant and provides them with this information before they answer your
call.



After‐hours service: From a team of 23 experienced consultants based in our Melbourne office. All calls to
this team are fielded through our intelligent phone system, giving them access to the same information as
your regular consulting team.



Exclusive VIP Service: Fielded by a team of specialist VIP Consultants, who are experienced with dealing the
complex itineraries sometimes required by your executives. They also adhere to special service levels
ensuring a faster, higher quality service!



Email integration: by treating an email just like a phone call, we can ensure service delivery standards can be
met, managed and reported on.
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Mobile and Online
Convenient access to your travel program while you`re on the go
We provide your travellers with convenient ways to view itineraries, book and approve travel, no matter where in
the world they are. This is done via our online and mobile applications which make it easy to take care of your
daily travel tasks when it makes sense to do so, leaving our in‐house expertise for when you really need it.
We provide a choice of two market leading online tools, so you can choose the one that best suits your business
requirements. These tools are backed up by our intuitive mobile technology, which combines to allow travellers
to view itineraries, book and approve travel whilst they’re on the go. We also provide an online quoting tool
which allows unlimited quotes to be retrieved, at no cost.

Core Services




Online Portal: Providing access to all travel services via one login. This includes:
o

Online booking tool: We give you a choice of two online tools, allowing you to select the tool that
best suits you, your travellers and your travel program.

o

Online quoting tools: Print or email as many quotes as you like, at no cost!

o

Traveller profiles: Either managed by your travellers, arrangers or a feed from another system (like a
HR system or a payment provider).

o

Other important stuff: Like itineraries, invoices, tickets in credit, alerts and lots more.

Mobile:
o Check my trip: Lets you view all trip details on your mobile
o

AeTM mobile: Allows you to view, book, approve and change travel from your mobile

o

SMS Notifications: To inform you of schedule changes and high risk incidents, in your area.
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Reporting and Analytics
Combining data and expertise to help you to take control of your travel costs
Every successful travel program relies on reporting. So we give you complete visibility into all aspects of your
travel costs.
We provide real‐time access to both pre and post‐ticketing expenditure reports. Then we make them available
either online or through automatic delivery, whichever works best for you. We also provide transactional
reporting that provides insights into your travellers’ booking behaviours and what it costs your organisation.
But data is only half the story. You’ll have your own, dedicated Account Manager who will provide you with
expert analysis of your data and valuable insights and recommendations. We’ll also work with you to develop a
plan to reduce your costs and make sure your travel program is working perfectly for you.

Core Services
The specific improvements we would make to your program is really dependant on your individual travel
program. But here’s what we’ve done for someone else…

Situation: Client D was renegotiating their airline deal. Their major concerns were:



$140,000 in change costs (1.5% of their spend)
Up to $160,000 in outstanding ticket credits at any one time

Action: We modelled the impact of re‐negotiating the airline deal with higher discounts on more flexible fares,
sacrificing discounts on the lower fare types. We presented Client D with the minimum level of discount required
to make this feasible and the probable savings (based on current behaviours and benchmarked airline
agreements).

Result: Savings of more than $1 million annually
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Fares and Rates
More fares to compare, conveniently in one place
Booking travel used to be complicated! Checking multiple sources for the best fares and rates was frustrating and
time consuming. We make it easy by integrating a wide range of sources through the one booking interface. This
includes:
 publically available fares (including airline specials and internet fares)
 fares sourced through our sister company Air Tickets
 fares originating outside Australia through our relationship with GlobalStar
We also analyse your spend and help you identify when negotiating your own deals will provide a more cost
efficient option. Providing accessibility to the best fares and rates, no matter how they’re distributed!

Core Services


eGlobalfares: access to fares in other markets for travel starting outside Australia. Giving you massive savings
of between $200 ‐ $2000 per fare.



SmartFares: access to over 3,000 fares made available to us through our sister company Air Tickets. They’re
the second largest ticket consolidator in Australia which equals massive buying power and access to deals!



International Airfare Guarantee: To give you confidence that you’ve got access to a huge range of fares. If
you find one that’s cheaper, we’ll match it.



GlobalStar Hotel Program: Great rates at over 160,000 locations all over the world!



Helloworld Hotel Program: Great discounts and added extras at 1,500 additional hotels.



Supplier Negotiations: Our experts also help you to negotiate your own air, hotel and car deals. This ensures
they’re competitive and comparable to clients similar to you and the market.



Leisure Rates: Even when you’re on leave from work you’ll have access to great deals through our sister
companies Viva! and Qantas Holidays. How does an additional 10% off land content sound??
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Global Coverage
Support you can rely on, no matter where in the world you travel
We help you to locate your travellers and communicate with them, no matter where in the world they are. We
quickly identify any high risk situations around the world and track your travellers in case they’re affected.
With many businesses now operating globally, international support is a must! Our relationship with GlobalStar
gives us the ability to support your organisation in any market where you operate. We have operations in 74
international locations, a global account management structure and global reporting tool which enable us to
manage your organisation, anywhere you need us to.

Core Services


Traveller tracking: When we identify a high risk incident, we’ll let you know if you have any travellers in the
vicinity and help you reaccommodate them, when they need it.



GlobalStar: Consolidate you travel program globally with a global TMC, while ensuring you have the market
specific understanding that only a local TMC can offer.

About QBT
We’re Australian‐owned, employ 200 people and have offices in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Canberra,
Adelaide and Perth. We also support our customers internationally through our partnership with GlobalStar.

36 years’ experience
We were the business unit for Qantas Airways for 32 years until we were acquired by the Helloworld Group in 2010.
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